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Ajay is a very brave and fearless young man. He steals a jeep to go joy riding with his friend Sonu, but the car runs out of gas. The
two spend the night on the road and, in the morning, the jeep runs out of gas again. So Ajay's mom calls the Army who says that it is a

stolen jeep and sends them back to his father. Ajay goes back home and tells his dad that he is leaving, but his dad says that there is
no need to go so far. In the evening, Ajay meets a pretty girl, Meera. She is the daughter of the dacoit Ranveer Singh. Ajay tells his
dad about it and tells him that it is okay for him to make a friend. The next day, Meera calls Ajay's dad and says that she and Ajay

want to meet his dad. Ajay and Sonu go with Meera to meet Major Amrish. Ajay goes inside and, instead of Major Amrish, meets his
Dad's friend, Colonel Arjun Singh. Ajay, when he hears the sound of a gun shot, sees the dacoit Ranveer Singh trying to escape from
the Colonel's room. Sonu sees it, too. Ajay takes his gun and says "move aside" and tries to kill the dacoit. Meera is not present at that

time. Ajay's dad comes in with two other army officers and Meera hides. The Colonel threatens Ajay to let Ranveer go. Ajay says
that he cannot do that. Ranveer is killed, and Meera is shocked to see it. Ajay takes Meera to his home, where he is attacked by Arjun
Singh and his goons. After a fight, Ajay manages to kill one of them. Ajay tries to escape, but Meera shoots the Colonel dead. Ajay

and Sonu escape and shoot Arjun Singh. Ajay, when he is asked to arrest the innocent Ranveer, promises to do so. Cast Sunny Deol as
Ajay / Shrinivas "Ajay" Kapoor Tabu as Meera Amrish Puri as Colonel Arjun Singh Amita Nangia as Sonu's mother Uday Bhatia as

General Udaykar Singh Jaya Bhattacharya as General's wife Kanwaljit Singh as Colonel's assistant Tiku Talsania as Ranveer
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